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Abstract9

File-based Time-of-Check to Time-of-Use (TOCTOU) race conditions are a well-known type of10

security vulnerability. A wide variety of techniques have been proposed to detect, mitigate, avoid, and11

exploit these vulnerabilities over the past 35 years. However, despite these research efforts, TOCTOU12

vulnerabilities remain unsolved due to their non-deterministic nature and the particularities of13

the different filesystems involved in running vulnerable programs, especially in Unix-like operating14

system environments. In this paper, we present a systematic literature review on defense and attack15

techniques related to the file-based TOCTOU vulnerability. We apply a reproducible methodology to16

search, filter, and analyze the most relevant research proposals to define a global and understandable17

vision of existing solutions. The results of this analysis are finally used to discuss future research18

directions that can be explored to move towards a universal solution to this type of vulnerability.19
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1 Extended Abstract29

Today, many applications are deployed on large-scale distributed systems and multi-core30

processors, which perform multiple tasks concurrently while sharing common resources such31

as memory, disk, or network. The intrinsic characteristics of the simultaneous execution of32

programs make them very difficult to write, test, and debug [11, 10], which facilitates the33

existence of concurrency bugs.34

Concurrency bugs are caused by accesses to a shared resource between threads and35

processes without proper synchronization. These bugs can lead to vulnerabilities that, when36

triggered by adversaries, can cause a much broader impact on security, such as bypassing37

security checks, breaking the integrity of databases [20], hijacking the vulnerable program38

control flow execution, or escalating privileges [23], among others.39

A common attack especially related to concurrency bugs is the privilege escalation attack,40

in which a malicious user gains access to other user accounts on the target system. The number41
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of vulnerabilities related to privilege escalation has been increasing in recent years. For42

instance, in 2020 this type of vulnerability comprised 44% of all Microsoft vulnerabilities [5].43

There are two main types of privilege escalation: horizontal privilege escalation attacks,44

in which an attacker expands their privileges by taking over another (non-privileged) user45

account and abusing the legitimate privileges granted to the other user; and vertical privilege46

escalation attacks, which involve increasing privileges/privileged access beyond what a user47

(or an application or other asset) already has.48

Vertical privilege escalation attacks are commonly caused by a particular type of con-49

currency bug, called race condition bugs. The root cause of these bugs is a TOCTOU50

(Time-of-Check to Time-Of-Use) bug, which occurs when a program checks a particular51

characteristic of an object (e.g., whether the file exists), and later takes some action that52

assumes the checked characteristic still holds [6]. The window of opportunity that the pro-53

gram leaves between the time of check and the time of use is then exploited by an adversary.54

The adversary can increase this window by various means, such as overloading the system or55

creating specific inputs for the vulnerable program. In addition, TOCTOU vulnerabilities56

are present in different scenarios. For example, memory accesses involving the kernel [18, 19]57

(also known as double-fetch bugs), Remote Attestation [3, 4], Trusted Computing [7, 8], or58

file-based TOCTOU [6, 22], among others.59

In this paper, we focus on file-based TOCTOU since they are one of the oldest known60

security flaws, dating back to the mid-70s [12, 1]. These types of race conditions, particularly61

common on Unix-like systems, occur due to the mapping from a filename to a unique inode62

and a device number. Although the mapping of the inode and device number to a file63

descriptor is race-free, the mapping of the filename to the inode and the device number is64

volatile since filenames and the underlying inode and device number may change on each65

system call invocation.66

A well-known example of this kind of problem is sendmail [22], which used to look for67

a specific attribute of a mailbox file before adding new messages to it. Unfortunately, the68

verification and append operations are not an atomic unit. Consequently, if an adversary69

(the mailbox owner) replaces their mailbox file with a symbolic link to sensitive files (such70

as /etc/passwd, which contains information about system user accounts) between the71

verification and append operations, then sendmail will add email contents to /etc/passwd.72

As a result, the adversary can craft an email message to add a new user account with73

superuser privileges in the system.74

Figure 1 illustrates this typical security flaw. The vulnerable code appears on the left75

side of the figure. On line 6 there is a check of the write permission on a file (identified by a76

string) with the access system call. Once the verification is successful, the file is opened77

(line 8) and certain data is appended to the file. If this program is run with setuid permission78

(i.e., users can run it with elevated privileges temporarily to perform a specific task), the79

adversary can take advantage of the race window between the operations on lines 6 and 8. An80

example of the exploit used by an adversary is shown on the right side of the figure. Suppose81

the exploit is run to write to the /etc/passwd file, which is a protected file in UNIX-based82

systems. If an adversary iteratively creates a symbolic link to /etc/passwd (line 14, right83

side) at the same time as the execution of the vulnerable program (line 12, right side), the84

race condition will eventually occur and the attack will succeed, appending new content to85

the protected file.86

Specifically, file-based TOCTOU vulnerabilities2 are file-based race conditions that occur87

2 In the rest of this paper, we refer to file-based TOCTOU vulnerabilities simply as TOCTOU vulnerabil-
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1 // toctou.c
2 char *filename = argv [1];
3 // ...
4
5 // Check permissions
6 if(! access(filename , W_OK )){
7 // Open the file
8 file = fopen(filename , "a+");
9

10 // Write to file the user input
11 fwrite(buffer , sizeof(char), strlen(buffer), file);
12 fwrite ("\n", sizeof(char), 2, file);
13 fclose(file);
14 }else
15 printf ("No permission , exiting !\n");

1 #!/ bin/bash
2 # exploit .sh
3 # ( execute it as: ./ exploit .sh /etc/ passwd )
4 TEMPFILE="temp.file"
5 OLD_LS=‘ls -l $1 ‘
6 NEW_LS=‘ls -l $1 ‘
7
8 while [ "$OLD_LS" == "$NEW_LS" ]
9 do

10 rm -f $TEMPFILE
11 echo "From␣user" > $TEMPFILE
12 echo "TOCTOU␣success" | ./ toctou $TEMPFILE > /dev/null &
13 unlink $TEMPFILE
14 ln -s $1 $TEMPFILE &
15 NEW_LS=‘ls -l $1 ‘
16 done

Figure 1 Example of a file-based TOCTOU vulnerability (top) and exploit (bottom).
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Table 1 Common Weakness Enumerations related to TOCTOU.

CWE ID Vulnerability
CWE-59 Improper Link Resolution Before File Access (‘Link Following’)
CWE-61 UNIX Symbolic Link (Symlink) Following.
CWE-62 UNIX Hard Link
CWE-362 Concurrent Execution using Shared Resource with Improper Syn-

chronization (‘Race Condition’)
CWE-363 Race Condition Enabling Link Following
CWE-367 Time-of-check Time-of-use (TOCTOU) Race Condition (not only

file-based TOCTOU)
CWE-386 Symbolic Name not Mapping to Correct Object
CWE-706 Use of Incorrectly-Resolved Name or Reference

on filesystems with weak synchronization mechanisms (that is, they do not provide methods88

to ensure that filesystem objects remain unchanged between consecutive interactions with89

them). Given the non-deterministic nature of race conditions, the success of an attack90

is highly dependent on the precise and timely actions of the attacker at any given time91

during the execution of the vulnerable program. Furthermore, the occurrence of this type of92

vulnerability also depends on certain system calls being executed in a specific order, as well93

as environmental conditions [21, 22]. Therefore, the reproducibility of these vulnerabilities is94

typically very difficult.95

Despite the age of this security flaw, numerous vulnerabilities are still reported each96

year related to TOCTOU vulnerabilities. For example, at the time of writing, a query97

to find TOCTOU-related vulnerabilities returns 786 results in the National Vulnerability98

Database [14] and 120 results in the MITRE CVE search engine [13], with the newest being99

only a few days old in both cases. This clearly shows that it is still a significant security100

problem and that the CVE release for TOCTOU vulnerabilities is common in the software101

industry. Furthermore, this vulnerability affects projects of any size, such as open-source102

projects [9], and major software vendors [17, 16, 2]. The proof of the pudding is in the103

eating: as shown in Table 1, there are several Common Weakness Enumeration (CWE)104

entries related to TOCTOU. CWEs represent a common language for discussing, finding,105

and addressing the causes of software security vulnerabilities, currently maintained by the106

MITRE Corporation. Each individual CWE represents only one type of vulnerability. This107

paper aims to systematically review the scientific literature in order to find techniques to108

mitigate TOCTOU vulnerabilities, as well as techniques to exploit these vulnerabilities.109

Specifically, we review the literature to find out what techniques have been proposed, how110

they are implemented, how they detect TOCTOU vulnerabilities, which operating system111

they target, and whether any source code or software tool is available to reproduce the112

experimental results.113

In summary, our contributions are the following:114

We conduct a comprehensive review of the literature on defense and attack solutions115

against TOCTOU vulnerabilities. In particular, we found 37 articles proposing some kind116

of defense solution and only 4 articles proposing attacks against TOCTOU.117

ities.
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We propose a taxonomy for TOCTOU defenses and attacks, according to when they per-118

form the vulnerability detection/exploitation and at what level they operate. Furthermore,119

we classify TOCTOU attacks based on the attack vector they exploit.120

We highlight future research trends and directions regarding defense solutions for TOC-121

TOU vulnerabilities. Our proposals cover modifying current operating system calls to122

make them race-free and security focused, modifying the kernel to avoid the use of123

filenames, and the use of transactional filesystems.124

The full version of this paper (with a full discussion of the systematic review)125

was published in [15].126
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